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Guiding You Through Life's Toughest Moments: Supporting You in Times of Loss and Grief






We understand the profound impact that loss and grief can have on your life. We are dedicated to providing compassionate support and guidance during these difficult times. Our products and services are designed to help you navigate the challenges of grief, find healing, and discover a renewed sense of hope.



Professional Eulogy Writing Service











Need a Eulogy?

Get a Personalized Professional Eulogy Written For Your Loved One








Writing a eulogy for a loved one you have just lost, can be both challenging and painful. Alongside the pressure of delivering a meaningful tribute in front of other funeral guests.

Let our expert Funeral Speech Writers create a heartfelt & personalized eulogy, that captures the amazing life and memories of your loved one.

Learn more about our Professional Eulogy Writing Service today, and see how we can help you.






Learn About Professional Eulogy Writing




















Say Goodbye with Grace






Our Professional Eulogy Writing Service helps you create a personalized tribute that captures the essence and memories of your loved one, offering comfort to all those mourning at the funeral.






			



															





Personalized & Heartfelt
						We understand that every person is unique and deserves a personalized professional eulogy. Our team of experienced Funeral Speech Writers work with you to create a heartfelt & personal funeral speech that captures the essence of your loved one.












			



															





Express Service
						We understand that the grieving process can be overwhelming and time-consuming. That's why Eulogy Assistant is here to help. Our professional funeral speech writing service provides you with the perfect eulogy in less than 48 hours.












			



															





Peace of Mind
						We understand the importance of saying goodbye in a meaningful way. Our eulogy writing service offers you peace of mind knowing that your tribute will honour your loved one and provide comfort to those grieving.
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How Does Eulogy

Assistant Work?





			



1.							





Place Your Eulogy Writing Order
						Use our secure online booking form to complete your order. We accept all major credit cards, Apple Pay & Google Pay





				






			



2.							





Tell Us About Your Loved One
						Use our online eulogy information form to tell us about your loved one, any stories and memories that you would like to share during your speech.





				







			



3.							





We Write Your Funeral Eulogy
						You will be assigned your own expert Eulogy Writer who will start writing the first draft of your funeral speech.





				






			



4.							





Receive The 1st Draft & Request Any Changes
						You read & review your professionally written eulogy and request any changes you would like made.
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Example Eulogy Assistant Personalised Funeral Eulogies






View our example eulogies to see the exceptional quality of Eulogy Assistant's personalised funeral speech writing.











Example Eulogy For a Father





View Example Eulogy
		
Ladies and gentlemen, family and friends, we gather here today to celebrate the life of a humble and extraordinary man, Peter. As we mourn his passing together, let us also honor the remarkable impact he had on all of our lives.

Peter was a committed and beloved member of his local church congregation for the past 40 years. His faith was steadfast, and it guided him through every season of his life. As we look around this room, it's evident that Peter touched many lives, providing support, wisdom, and a loving presence to all those who were blessed to know him.

Beyond his devotion to his faith, Peter was an avid triathlete. He faced each challenge with resilience and determination, allowing his passion for the sport to inspire and drive him. In spite of the many rigorous training hours and personal sacrifices, Peter managed to compete in not one, but two Iron Man tournaments. His dedication to the sport serves as a reminder to all of us that no matter our age, it is never too late to chase our dreams and to pursue our passions.

In addition to his many accomplishments, Peter was a dedicated and loving family man. Together with his wife, he brought three wonderful children into the world, who, in turn, blessed him with five precious grandchildren. Peter cherished his role as a loving father and grandfather, always prioritizing his family and their happiness.

As we remember Peter today, let us celebrate the love, joy, and inspiration he brought into our lives. Whether through his unwavering faith, his impressive athletic achievements, or his devotion to his family, Peter's legacy will continue to live on in each and every one of us.

We are truly blessed to have had the opportunity to love Peter and to be loved by him. As we say our final goodbyes today, let us carry the memories, the wisdom, and the love Peter shared with us and honor his life by pursuing our dreams with passion, faith, and humility.

Rest in peace, dear Peter. Your spirit remains with us as we strive to emulate the light and love you so generously gave. May we carry your memory in our hearts today and always.











Example Eulogy For a Mother









View Example Eulogy
		
Ladies and gentlemen,

Thank you all for gathering here today to celebrate the life of an extraordinary woman, our beloved Miriam. As we share our fond memories and heartfelt tributes, let us take comfort in knowing that Miriam's life was full of love, laughter, and meaningful moments.

Miriam was a humble and selfless person. Service to others was at the core of her existence. Her legacy as the Head Teacher of St. Augustine's Catholic School for 15 years is a testament to her dedication to education and the well-being of the children in our community. Miriam touched the lives of countless students, shaping them into better people and instilling in them values that will last a lifetime.

It was an honor to witness the love Miriam and her husband, Nigel, shared over the course of their 40-year marriage. The love between them was visible in their tender looks and unspoken glances. They built a life together filled with joy and purpose, raising their two children in a home filled with warmth, laughter, and guidance. Nigel, your steadfast love and support made Miriam's life so much richer, as her presence did the same for you. Together, you embodied what it means to be true partners in life.

When Miriam became a mother, she infused her incredible energy, intelligence, and passion into her children's lives. As a result, the values she held dear continue to live on within them. To Miriam's children, I say this: honor your mother's spirit not only today but every day. Embrace her generous heart and humility as you face life's journey.

I will never forget the shock and deep sadness when we suddenly lost Miriam to a heart attack. Our lives were forever changed in that moment. However, as we grapple with the cruel truth of her untimely passing, let us remember the many happy memories we shared with her. Let us find solace in her lasting impact on our lives.

To her children, husband, dear friends, and the entire St. Augustine's Catholic School community, I extend my deepest condolences. As we grieve together, let us remind each other that Miriam's spirit will forever be a part of us. Her selflessness, dedication, and humble demeanor will inspire us to be better persons and help others throughout our lives.

Miriam's journey on this earth may have come to an end, but her legacy will live on in the hearts and minds of all who knew her. She gave us so much to remember and cherish, and while she may not be with us physically, her spirit will continue to guide, protect, and love us from a distance.

Farewell, dear Miriam. Your life was a gift to all of us, and you will always have a special place in our hearts. May you rest in peace, knowing that you have left an indelible mark on our lives and that we will carry your memory with us until we meet again.











Example Eulogy For a Friend









View Example Eulogy
		
Dearly beloved, family and friends, we gather here today to remember and celebrate the life of our dear friend, Mark. Mark was many things to many people – a loving husband, a devoted father, a loyal friend, and an all-around good soul. I first met Mark 35 years ago in college, and ever since then, we have shared a bond that has withstood the test of time. Our connection was and remains beyond compare, and I am truly grateful to have had the chance to share in his journey.

As I stand here today, I am reminded of Mark's love for the Beatles. Oh, how he loved their music! It was what he played whenever he needed cheering up or whenever he wanted everyone around him to be as happy as he was. Of all the Beatles songs that Mark loved, one of his all-time favourites was "Yellow Submarine". While it is not a song that might immediately come to mind when thinking about tributes and funerals, I believe it perfectly encapsulates Mark and his unique, vibrant spirit.

You see, the "Yellow Submarine" speaks of unity, love and the colourful journeys we take in life. It is about embracing one another and riding life's wondrous waves together, no matter how shallow or deep, near or far. And though Mark was someone who always managed to brighten the room and draw people together with his laughter, his kindness, and his zest for life, he was also someone who deeply understood the value of unity, love and support in weathering trials and challenges that came his way.

Mark met his beautiful wife, Sandra, during our college days, and together they built a life and a home that was always filled with warmth, joy, and love. And as their family grew to include four wonderful children, Mark's incredible character and love continued to radiate outwards, touching the lives of everyone he met.

Now, as we gather here to remember our dear friend, I stand in awe of the legacy he has left behind. Mark's memory will forever be cherished, not only in the stories and laughter shared among us, but also in the lives of his beloved wife and children. They are Mark's greatest accomplishments, a testament to his love and the bright light he shined into the lives of everyone he met.

As we bid farewell to our beloved friend and hero, I ask you to join me in taking a page from Mark's favourite song, and keep in mind the beautiful message of unity and love that he imparted to us through his journey: "We all live in a yellow submarine, yellow submarine, yellow submarine."

Farewell, dear Mark. May your memory continue to be a beacon of hope, love, and unity for us all. May we carry his indomitable spirit with us in our hearts and minds, and always remember the invaluable lessons he taught us about love, friendship, and standing together as we sail life's seas.

Rest in peace, our dear friend. You will be deeply missed, but your legacy will remain forever in the hearts of those whose lives you have touched.












Example Eulogy For a Husband





View Example Eulogy
		
Ladies and gentlemen,

We have gathered here to pay our final respects and to celebrate the life of a truly exceptional man — Lewis, a loving husband, devoted father, and a dear friend to many.

As we mourn the loss of Lewis, let us not forget the many wonderful memories he has left behind. For those who were fortunate enough to know him, it is almost impossible not to remember the warmth of his smile, the sound of his laughter, and the joy that he brought to everyone around him.

Lewis was a humble man who valued the simple things in life like sharing a meal around the table with his family and enjoying the beauty of nature. He was selflessly dedicated to his loved ones, especially his wife of 25 years and their two beautiful daughters.

As we stand here today, the poem "The Road Not Taken" by Robert Frost comes to mind. Like the narrator in the poem, Lewis always followed his own path, forging his own way through life, always standing by his unique beliefs and values.

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,

And sorry I could not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Looking back on Lewis's life, we remember how he too faced many choices, many roads that lay before him. And in true Lewis fashion, he chose the one less traveled, the one that required courage and determination, but one that also led to countless rewards and cherished memories.

Then took the other, as just as fair,

And having perhaps the better claim,

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;

Though as for that, the passing there

Had worn them really about the same,

By walking the path less traveled, Lewis showed us the power of taking risks, of daring to be different, and the importance of staying true to oneself. Through it all, he remained grounded and humble, always appreciating and cherishing the love of his family and friends.

And both that morning equally lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

I doubted if I should ever come back.

The roads that Lewis chose have undoubtedly shaped the man that he became and the legacy that he leaves behind. His unwavering devotion to his family, his generosity in times of need, and his ability to face adversity with grace and courage serve as an inspiration to us all.

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.

So as we bid farewell to our beloved Lewis, let us not dwell on the sorrow and pain of his passing. Instead, let us celebrate and honor his life by remembering the love he shared, the laughter he brought, and the wisdom he imparted on us all.

May his memory continue to live on in our hearts and be a guiding light along our own unique paths in life. And as we walk our own roads, let us take a page from Lewis's book and always strive to choose the path that leads to love, laughter, and making a positive difference in the lives of those around us.

Rest in peace, dearest Lewis. You will forever be missed and remembered.











Example Eulogy For a Wife









View Example Eulogy
		
Dear family and friends,

As we come together to say our goodbyes to our beloved Jasmine, I believe we cannot help but feel a deep sadness at the profound loss of the wonderful woman who brightened our lives in so many ways. However, even in our grief, we should also celebrate the remarkable life that she led, for there is so much to be thankful for. Jasmine was, above all else, a beacon of love, joy and warmth.

Jasmine, my love, where do I even begin? Ours was a love story that spanned three decades, and I was honored to be your husband for each moment of this incredible journey. From the first time I laid eyes on you and our first dance, to the day you said "I do" and pledged your love and commitment to me, my love for you has only grown stronger with every passing moment.

I am truly blessed to have been able to share this life with you. And together, we created two beautiful children, whom you loved fiercely and proudly. The love and devotion that you continuously showed to our family will forever be etched in our hearts. Your bright spirit, your laughter, your warmth – they were the glue that held us together and made our house a home.

For those of you who knew Jasmine, you would know that music was a big part of her life, and she never met a pair of dancing shoes that she didn't like. Her unbridled love for ABBA and their songs was simply contagious. Our home would resonate with the sound of ABBA tunes, and those melodious memories are now imprinted in our hearts.

Especially, I can never forget your annual New Year's tradition. Our children and I would look forward to it every year, as you'd stand on the sofa belting out "Gimme! Gimme! Gimme!" with unparalleled zest, complete with hand movements and even some theatrical choreography. It was a sight not to be missed, and it is extraordinarily difficult to imagine any New Year's Eve without you here, doing that.

But Jasmine's love didn't stop at her family and music. She had this rare ability to turn strangers into friends with her open-hearted nature. Her kindness and generosity were admired and cherished by all, and she had a unique talent to make everyone feel welcomed and appreciated. For a woman with a seemingly endless list of talents, Jasmine lived with an astonishing humility - she never demanded the limelight, and always sought to uplift those around her.

As we gather here today, feeling that familiar melody echoing in our hearts, we honor and remember Jasmine. Jasmine was a woman with a heart so big that it couldn't help but radiate love on to those around her. We are all truly blessed to have known her and to have been touched by her gentle spirit.

Though we will miss her deeply, we are grateful for the time we had with Jasmine, and I am happy to know that she will live on in our hearts - through our memories, her love for music, and her unwavering devotion to her family.

So, let us unite in our grief, but also in our celebration of Jasmine's life. And let the musical memories of her joy, laughter, and love fill both this room and our hearts as we bid her a humble and loving farewell.

Rest in peace, my dear Jasmine. May you dance among the stars, and know that down below, we will always dance with you, our hearts forever entwined with yours.











Example Eulogy For a Grandmother









View Example Eulogy
		
Ladies and gentlemen, esteemed family, friends, and honored guests, we have gathered here today to celebrate the life of a truly remarkable and humble woman – our beloved Lauren.

As I stand before you, I am overwhelmed with immense gratitude, respect, and love for the woman who has so deeply touched our lives. The deep, heartwarming memories of her treasure-filled life have painted a beautiful tapestry of love and strength in our hearts. There is no doubt in my mind that each of us holds a unique and precious piece of Lauren, for she was always sharing the boundless love she had for everyone in her life.

For 65 years, Lauren was a devoted and loving wife to her husband Neil. Together, they raised four beautiful children, instilling within them the same love, strength, and compassion for the world that was so evident in her own life. Through every hardship and triumph, Lauren’s unwavering support for Neil and their children remained.

In addition to the beautiful life she built with her husband Neil, Lauren was incredibly proud of the family that continued to grow around her, with 10 grandchildren and 2 great-grandchildren joining the fold. And as each new life entered the family, they too were quickly wrapped up in the warm embrace of her love, for she had so much to give.

As a survivor of World War II, Lauren was a testament to the resilience and strength of the human spirit. Her experiences during the war shaped her, but they also opened her heart and her mind to a greater purpose – one that saw her make lasting changes as a local MP in her town.

Her dedication to her community was unparalleled, and her work illustrated the values and principles guiding her life. Lauren was tenacious in using her voice and her influence to uplift and support those who didn't have the ability to do so themselves. For this, she was not only a great leader, but an inspiration to all who knew her.

As we remember Lauren today, we stand in awe of the lasting impact she has had on our lives and the world in which she lived. The special bond she had with her family, the love she had for her friends, and the passion she exhibited in serving her community will forever live on in our hearts.

As we say our final goodbyes to our beloved grandmother, wife, mother, and friend, let us take solace in the innumerable beautiful memories she has left us. Let them bring light to our darkest moments and serve as reminders of the extraordinary woman she was. And most importantly, let us remember to carry forth her message of love, humility, and strength.

Rest in peace, Lauren. You have graced our lives with an indescribable beauty and love, and we will hold you dear in our hearts for eternity. We love you, and we will keep your spirit alive within us, forever and always.

















Simple and Easy Online Process






Our online process is designed to make the experience of ordering a professional eulogy as simple and easy as possible. With just a few clicks, you can complete our online eulogy information form and provide us with the necessary details to begin crafting your personalised tribute. Our user-friendly platform allows you to order from the comfort of your own home, without the added stress of making multiple phone calls or in-person meetings.




Learn More About Our Service




		










Frequently Asked Questions





			



1.							





What is a Eulogy?
						A eulogy is a speech or written tribute that honours and celebrates the life of a deceased person. It is typically delivered at a funeral or memorial service by someone who knew the person well or was close to them. A eulogy may include personal anecdotes, memories, and stories about the person's life, as well as reflections on their character, accomplishments, and impact on others. The purpose of a eulogy is to provide comfort to those who are grieving and to celebrate the life and legacy of the deceased.





				







2.							





Why should I choose Eulogy Assistant?
						At Eulogy Assistant, we specialize in touching hearts and encapsulating memories. With a decade of experience and 50,000 eulogies under our belt, we’re not just writers; we're memory curators and storytellers who deeply respect the legacy of your loved ones.





				







3.							





What makes a eulogy personalized?
						Every life tells a different story. When we say personalized, we mean that your eulogy will be tailored specifically to the life, achievements, and memories of your loved one, ensuring it resonates deeply and feels genuinely authentic.





				







4.							





I'm in a rush! Can I really get a eulogy in 24 hours?
						Absolutely! Our Platinum Delivery service ensures you receive a beautifully crafted eulogy within 24 hours. Time constraints won't compromise the quality of our work.





				







5.							





How do you match me with an expert funeral speech writer?
						We have a talented team, each with their unique writing style and experiences. Based on the information and memories you share, we pair you with the writer best suited to bring out the essence of your loved one’s story.





				







6.							





What if I want revisions?
						Your satisfaction is paramount. If you feel the eulogy needs tweaks, our writers are more than happy to accommodate. After all, it’s about getting the tribute just right!





				







7.							





How does the consultation process work?
						Once you opt for our service, a dedicated writer will reach out to you. Through conversations, questions, and shared memories, they’ll gather all the intricate details to craft a fitting tribute.





				







8.							





Is my personal information safe?
						Absolutely! Client confidentiality is at the core of all of our operations. All shared memories, stories, and personal details are treated with the utmost respect and discretion.





				







9.							





Can I provide input during the writing process?
						Of course! Your insights and feedback are invaluable. We encourage collaboration to ensure the eulogy is a heartfelt reflection of your sentiments.





				







10.							





Are there any hidden fees?
						Nope! We believe in transparency. You pay for the service you choose, and there are no surprise charges down the line.





				







11.							





How do I know which delivery speed is right for me?
						Consider your needs and timeline. If the funeral is imminent, our Platinum service might be best. If you have a bit more time, our Standard or Express options offer flexibility.





				







12.							





Do you only write eulogies in English?
						While English is our primary language, we have writers who can craft eulogies in various languages including Spanish. Please reach out with your specific needs!





				







13.							





What if I only want help with a part of the eulogy?
						Not a problem! Whether you need help starting, polishing, or adding the finishing touches, we're here to assist at any stage.





				







14.							





Is there a word limit for the eulogy?
						While there’s no strict word limit, we ensure the eulogy is concise enough to be impactful yet detailed enough to honor your loved one appropriately.





				







15.							





I'm nervous about reading it. Any tips?
						We've got you! Apart from crafting the eulogy, we can offer tips and tricks to help you present confidently and connect with your audience.





				







16.							





Can I see samples of past eulogies?
						While we maintain client confidentiality, we do have sample eulogies crafted with fictional details for you to gauge our style and quality.





				







17.							





How do I pay for the service?
						We offer multiple payment options for your convenience. Once you decide on a service, we'll guide you through the seamless payment process.





				







18.							





Can Eulogy Assistant handle multiple requests at once?
						Yes! Whether you need eulogies for multiple individuals or various events, our team is equipped to handle multiple requests with the same dedication.





				







19.							





What sets Eulogy Assistant apart from other writing services?
						Our specialization, dedication, and vast experience in eulogy writing make us unique. Every eulogy is a labor of love, compassion, and respect, and our consistent client testimonials echo this sentiment.





				







20.							





Do you offer support after the eulogy delivery?
						Certainly! If you have any questions or need further assistance post-delivery, we're here to support you.





				







21.							





I've never done this before. What's the first step?
						Welcome aboard! The first step is reaching out. Share your memories, tell us about your loved one, and let our expert writers guide you through this journey of tribute and remembrance.

We know it's challenging, but with Eulogy Assistant, you're never alone in this journey. Here's to celebrating every life with the honor it deserves!





				








Learn More About Our Service







											




			
 

 

 




US Head Office
			2039 N Las Palmas Ave

Los Angeles

CA 90068

USA




						


UK Head Office
			128 City Road

London

United Kingdom

EC1V 2NX
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